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By Rodrigo Toscano

FENCE BOOKS, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 188 x 173 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Explosion Rocks Springfield is eighty one-page iterations of the following
line: The Friday evening gas explosion in Springfield leveled a strip club next to a day care.Each
iteration consistsof analytical-philosophic queries, lyrical diffractions, and paranarrative
documentary. Sixteen sub-topic variations appear. Every single word of the primary thematic line is
exfoliated, extended, and exploded, multiplied, in a fugal structure, seeking the effects of content
density, tension, and return. Continual re-figuration of all themata invites the reader to experience a
pleasurable engagement with a material transparency that is neither prepackaged ( found ) nor
fancied from thin air ( inspired ). What is explosion to a slab of drywall? What is drywall exactly?
HEIGH-HO! Why do people strip? What is day care ? Why day ? What is night care? Why daylight why
daylight why daylight. What is care exactly? Gas. Wherefrom gas? Raised in southern California,
experimental poet, playwright, and labor activist Rodrigo Toscano is the author of seven collections
of poetry including Collapsible Poetics Theater (2008), which was chosen for the National Poetry
Series, and Deck of Deeds (2012). His work...
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent read. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. You wont sense
monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogs are for about when you ask me).
-- Pr of . Ma ur icio Howe III--  Pr of . Ma ur icio Howe III

The most e ective publication i ever read through. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this composed e pdf. I am very easily could get
a enjoyment of reading through a composed pdf.
-- O pa l B a uch V-- O pa l B a uch V
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